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Time-dependent screening effects in ion-atom collisions with many active electrons
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Ionization and electron transfer in collisions of bare ions from neutral target atoms with many active
electrons are investigated within the independent particle model. We propose a simple model for the inclusion
of time-dependent screening effects and discuss the question of how to analyze the solutions of the single-
particle equations in order to avoid fluctuating transition probabilities, which normally occur when the effective
mean-field potential depends on the propagated orbitals. The basis generator method is used to solve the
single-particle equations for the He211Ne collision system in the energy range of 5 to 1000 keV/amu. It is
shown that time-dependent screening effects reduce the cross sections for ionization and capture at low and
intermediate impact energies significantly. Good overall agreement with experimental data is found except for
the higher final charge states of the target ion.

PACS number~s!: 34.10.1x, 34.50.Fa, 34.70.1e
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I. INTRODUCTION

The quantum-mechanical description of ion-atom co
sions which involve many interacting electrons remains
open problem in the theory of atomic collision processes
the solution of the many-electron time-dependent Sch¨-
dinger ~or Dirac! equation is far beyond present compu
tional capabilities for most situations of interest. In fact, c
culations which account for the correlated motion of t
electrons have been mostly restricted to the two-elec
problem@1#, or to very low projectile energies, where ele
tron capture is the dominant reaction channel and the ma
electron wave function can be expanded in terms of a
molecular states@2#. At higher impact energies, the couplin
to the continuum cannot be neglected and nonperturba
techniques to describe the competition between excitat
capture, and ionization processes are needed. Only at s
ciently high impact energies and for sufficiently low proje
tile charges do the different channels decouple, and pe
bative methods can be applied. The field has been review
e.g., in Ref.@3#.

In recent publications we demonstrated that a large n
ber of one- and two-electron processes in proton and anti
ton collisions with many-electron target atoms can be s
cessfully calculated over a broad range of impact energie
the framework of the independent particle model~IPM! with
a frozen target potential that accounts accurately for e
tronic exchange effects@4–7#. Atomic potentials with this
property were obtained from the exchange-only optimiz
potential method~OPM! @8#. Less convincing results wer
found for the collision calculation when the Latter-correct
local density approximation or Hartree-Fock-Slater pot
tials were used.

An important prerequisite for these studies was the de
opment of the basis generator method~BGM! @9# for the
solution of the effective single-particle time-depende
Schrödinger equations for all initially occupied orbitals. Th
BGM provides a representation of the electronic state ve
during the collision in terms of dynamically adapted ba
functions and has been shown to give accurate results
1050-2947/2000/62~4!/042704~13!/$15.00 62 0427
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target excitation, electron capture, and total ionization cr
sections for a variety of collision systems over a broad ra
of impact energies@6,7,10#. Despite the successful calcula
tion of one- and two-electron processes, our work indica
thatmultiple-electron transitions at low and intermediate im
pact energies cannot be described satisfactorily in the fra
work of the IPM with a frozen target potential. Therefore,
is of interest to investigate to which extent the descript
can be improved within the IPM, if one goes beyond t
frozen potential approximation and accounts for tim
dependent screening effects. This task poses the two foll
ing major problems.

~1! The computational costs increase tremendously, w
time-dependent screening effects are included on a mi
scopic level, as, e.g., within the time-dependent Hartree F
~TDHF! theory@11#, or within approximate schemes of time
dependent density functional theory~TDDFT! @12#. As a
consequence, such calculations have been performed
rarely for ion-atom collision problems and were restricted
specific situations. Most of them concentrated on elect
capture@13–15# or excitation@16# in ~effective! two-electron
scattering systems and relied on the TDHF approximation
a relativistic extension@17#. In a recent work, the time-
dependent local density approximation was used to calcu
charge transfer cross sections in Ar811Ar collisions @18#.
The only calculation that included ionization processes w
of a qualitative nature as it was performed in the so-cal
axial decoupling approximation, in which the rotational i
variance of the wavefunction with respect to the internucl
axis was assumed@19#.

~2! The nonlinearity of the single-particle Hamiltonia
that includes time-dependent screening effects causes fu
mental theoretical problems, such as the loss of the supe
sition principle in the equations of motion. As a result o
obtains fluctuating transition probabilities when analyzi
the solution with respect to eigenfunctions of the sta
asymptotic Hamiltonian. This so-called TDHF projectio
problem was observed in several calculations@16,20# and
was discussed extensively in the context of nuclear react
©2000 The American Physical Society04-1
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@21#. To our knowledge no general solution has been fou
so far.

In this paper, we investigate the role of time-depend
screening effects in ion-atom collisions on the basis o
relatively simple model, which does not increase the com
tational cost significantly compared to a calculation with
frozen target potential. Furthermore, the projection probl
can be fully understood and solved for this model, and sta
transition probabilities are obtained for all channels. W
present results for ionization and capture in the collision s
tem He211Ne, which has been investigated experimenta
over a broad range of impact energies some time ago@22–
24#. Very few theoretical results exist for this system@5,25#.

The layout of the paper is as follows. We discuss o
model for time-dependent screening effects and the pro
tion problem in Sec. II. In Sec. III, some technical aspects
our calculations are summarized. Results for He211Ne col-
lisions are presented in Sec. IV. We start with a discussio
net electron loss, capture and ionization in Sec. IV A, a
compare cross sections for specific final charge states o
ions with experimental data in Sec. IV B. Our results a
summarized in Sec. V. Atomic units (\5me5e51) are
used throughout.

II. IPM DESCRIPTION OF ION-ATOM COLLISIONS
WITH A TIME-DEPENDENT SCREENING POTENTIAL

Within the IPM description of the non-relativistic many
electron collision system the task is to solve a set of tim
dependent Schro¨dinger-type equations for the initially occu
pied orbitals

i ] tc i~r ,t !5ĥ~ t !c i~r ,t !, i 51, . . . ,N ~1!

with the Hamiltonian

ĥ~ t !52
1

2
D2

QT

r
2

QP

ur2R~ t !u
1vee~r ,t !. ~2!

Here,QT and QP denote the charges of the target and p
jectile nuclei, respectively, where the latter is assumed
move along the straight line trajectoryR(t)5(b,0,vPt) with
impact parameterb and constant velocityvP . The mean-
field potentialvee(r ,t) accounts for the electron-electron in
teraction in an effective manner, and in general depends
time. We note that the time-dependent density functio
theory ensures the existence of a multiplicative operatorvee
that includes all electron-electron interaction effects exa
@12#. In practice, approximations have to be introduced,
the functional form of the exact potential is not known.

We decomposevee into a contribution, which describe
the electron-electron interaction in the undisturbed ato
target ground state before the collision and a contributi
which accounts for the variation ofvee due to the response o
the electronic system in the presence of the projectile

vee~r ,t !5vee
0 ~r !1dvee~r ,t !. ~3!

As a particular model for the undisturbed atomic poten
vee

0 (r ) we choose the exchange-only version of the op
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mized potential method~OPM! @8#. In this model, self-
interaction contributions contained in the Hartree energy
cancelled exactly and the correct asymptotic behavior

vee
0 ~r !5vee

OPM~r ! →
r→`N21

r
~4!

is ensured. The exact treatment of exchange effects in
OPM was found to be important for collision calculation
@4,5#. The no-response approximation of our previous wo
corresponds to the assumption

dvee~r ,t !50. ~5!

This approximation is justified for fast collisions, for whic
the spatial electronic distribution does not change consid
ably during the interaction time. Furthermore, we show
that it yields reliable results for one-electron transitions, su
as single capture and single ionization down into the tens
keV/amu range, whereas we found evidence that for a sa
factory description of multiple-electron processes the inc
sion of time-dependent screening effects is required@6,7#.

As mentioned in the Introduction, the implementation
microscopic models fordvee is very demanding. In order to
assess the influence of time-dependent screening ef
without increasing the computational costs significantly
propose a simple model, which is similar to the one we u
in a recent study ofp21Ne collisions @6#. The model is
designed to account in a global fashion for the increas
attraction of the target potential as ionization and elect
capture set in during the collision. We define

veff
T ~r ,t !52

QT

r
1vee~r ,t ! ~6!

and assume thatveff
T can be approximated by a linear comb

nation of ionic ground-state potentialsvq(r ) weighted with
the time-dependent probabilitiesPq

loss(t) to create the corre-
sponding charge states in the collision

veff
T ~r ,t !'veff

T ~r ,t !5 (
q50

N

Pq
loss~ t !vq~r !. ~7!

Furthermore, we assume that thevq(r ) can be expressed b
the self-consistent scaled potential of the neutral target a
for all charge statesq in the following way. We write the
static atomic potential as

v0~r !52
QT

r
1vee

0 ~r ! ~8!

and define

vq~r !5H v0~r ! for q50

v0~r !2
q21

N21
vee

0 ~r ! for q>1.
~9!

Equation~9! is best understood by considering some limiti
cases, which are easily deduced from the asymptotic be
4-2
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ior of vee
0 (r ) @Eq. ~4!# and the charge balanceQT5N for a

neutral target atom:~1! for q5N, vq(r ) reduces to the bare
Coulomb potential of the target nucleus, i.e.,2QT /r ; ~2! for
q50, vq(r ) equals the OPM potential of the neutral ato
~3! for q51, vq(r ) is also chosen to be equal to the neut
atom case;~4! for q.1, vq(r ) has an asymptotic behavior o
type 2q/r .

To explain the choice of potentials in Eq.~9! and in par-
ticular the identical choice forq50 andq51 we provide the
following remarks. The potentials defined in Eq.~9! are used
to form the mean-field potential~7! which is employed in the
time propagation of the orbitals. A TDHF-like mean-fie
potential has the property that dynamical screening set
immediately when a small fractional amount of charge h
been removed from the target. This effect is caused by
statistical nature of the TDHF approximation whereby
channels are described by a single mean field. It is con
ered undesirable when one is interested primarily in sin
ionization or capture. To overcome the associated probl
in photoionization a ‘‘frozen TDHF’’ approximation was in
troduced @26#. Our choice of a common potential forq
50,1 in the superposition~7! attempts to correct the problem
within the TDHF mean field for the collisional kinemat
ranges where zerofold to onefold electron removal do
nates.

Similarly to Eqs.~7!, ~8!, and ~9! one can incorporate a
time-dependent screening potential on the projectile cente
the description in order to account for the reduced attrac
to the projectile as electrons are captured during the c
sion. This effect is neglected in the present study. It is e
dent that it will be particularly important for highly charge
ion impact at low and intermediate energies, for which m
tiple capture is likely to occur. Furthermore, we note that
interaction between electrons in the continuum is omitted
our model. This is expected to cause no significant error
long as one is interested in total ionization yields only.

Insertion of Eq.~9! in Eq. ~7! yields

veff
T ~r ,t !5v0~r !1dvee~r ,t ! , ~10!

with

dvee~r ,t !5
21

N21 (
q51

N

~q21!Pq
loss~ t !vee

0 ~r !. ~11!

Using the normalization

P0
loss~ t !512 (

q51

N

Pq
loss~ t ! ~12!

and the definition of the net electron loss as the aver
number of removed electrons

Pnet
loss~ t !5 (

q51

N

qPq
loss~ t ! ~13!

the response potential@Eq. ~11!# can be cast into the form
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dvee~r ,t !52
Qs~ t !

N21
vee

0 ~r ! , ~14!

with the screening functionQs(t)

Qs~ t !5Pnet
loss~ t !1P0

loss~ t !21. ~15!

To make use of this ansatz we need explicit expressions
the time-dependent quantitiesPnet

loss andP0
loss. As in our pre-

vious work @5,7# we rely on a channel representation of t
single-particle solutionsc i(t) and calculate the net electro
loss according to

Pnet
loss~ t !5N2(

i 51

N

(
v51

V

u^wvuc i~ t !&u2, ~16!

where the~finite! set$uwv&,v51, . . . ,V% contains all bound
target states populated noticeably in the collision proce
With the interpretation ofPnet

loss/N as the average single
particle probability for electron loss from the target we o
tain the probabilityP0

loss from the binomial formula

P0
loss~ t !5S 12

Pnet
loss~ t !

N D N

. ~17!

The remaining question of how to choose the chan
functionsuwv& is connected to the projection problem me
tioned in the Introduction. In order to ensure a meaning
analysis of the single-particle solutionsc i(t), the transition
amplitudes

cv
i ~ t !5^wvuc i~ t !& ~18!

have to become stable after the collision process (t→`) up
to an oscillatory energy phase. This boundary condition
the scattering problem is fulfilled, when the channel fun
tions obey the time-dependent single-particle Schro¨dinger
equation~1! for asymptotic times

@ ĥ~ t !2 i ] t#uwv&u t→`50. ~19!

With this requirement one obtains for the time derivative
the amplitudes~18!

ċv
i u t→`5] t^wvuc i~ t !&u t→`

52 i ^@ ĥ~ t !2 i ] t#wvuc i~ t !&u t→`50, ~20!

where we have used Eq.~1!. In the no-response approxima
tion Eq. ~19! is fulfilled by the eigenfunctions of the undis
turbed target atom, if one disregards the long-range Coulo
interaction with the projectile. Although not correct formall
this approximation can be justified from a practical point
view, when the single-particle equations are propagated
far that the projectile does not cause channel couplings in
target. Similarly, eigenfunctions of the moving projecti
subsystem are the appropriate channel functions for
analysis of electron capture processes. However, if a ti
dependent screening potential is included in the sing
particle Hamiltonian@Eq. ~2!# the channel functions of the
4-3
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undisturbed target and projectile subsystems lead gene
to fluctuating transition probabilities. This has been obser
in several TDHF calculations@16,20#.

Let us exemplify this point for our specific model@Eq.
~14!#. We assume that the solutions of the single-parti
equations~1! can be expanded according to

uc i~ t !&5 (
v51

`

cv
i ~ t !uwv&, ~21!

where theuwv& are bound target states forv51, . . . ,V, trav-
elling bound projectile states forv5V11, . . . ,V1K, and
discrete states, which represent the continuum forv.V1K.
For asymptotic internuclear separations the states can b
sumed to be orthonormal. If we use stationary target orbi
uwv

0& in the analysis

uwv&[uwv
0&, v51, . . . ,V, ~22!

which fulfill the eigenvalue equation

S 2
1

2
D1v0~r ! D uwv

0&5«v
0uwv

0& ~23!

we obtain for the time-derivative of the transition amplitud
to bound target states@cf. Eq. ~20!#

ċv
i u t→`52 i ^wv

0uĥ~ t !uc i~ t !&u t→`

52 i S «v
0cv

i ~ t !1 (
v851

`

^wv
0udvee~ t !uwv8&cv8

i
~ t !D

t→`

52 i S «v
0cv

i ~ t !2
Qs~ t !

N21

3 (
v851

`

^wv
0uvee

0 uwv8&cv8
i

~ t !D
t→`

,

v51, . . . ,V. ~24!

The response potential couples all states, and thus lead
fluctuating transition probabilities. The fluctuations may p
sist for all times, since no general argument can be found
the asymptotic decrease of the coupling matrix eleme
Only the coupling between bound target and projectile sta
will fade out because of the vanishing overlap between th
states forR→`. For the same reason, transition probabilit
for electron capture, calculated by projection onto und
turbed moving projectile states, are not affected by our s
cific target-centered response potential and become stab

Similarly to Eq.~24! we obtain for the time derivative o
the net electron lossPnet

loss @Eq. ~16!#

Ṗnet
lossu t→`52

Qs~ t !

N21 (
i 51

N

(
v51

V

(
v8.V1K

`

^wv
0uvee

0 uwv8&

3Im@cv
i * ~ t !cv8

i
~ t !#u t→` , ~25!
04270
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where we have used

^wv
0uvee

0 uwv8&5^wv8uvee
0 uwv

0&, ~26!

as well as the fact that all terms withv8<V cancel, and the
overlaps between bound target and projectile states va
asymptotically. The net electron loss fluctuates for all tim
as the undisturbed atomic target functionsuwv

0& are coupled
to the continuum states via the response potential.

For our specific model, where the time-dependence of
response potential is driven by the net electron loss, a s
tion of the problem of fluctuating transition probabilities ca
be found. To this end, the analysis at the target center and
definition of the net electron loss have to be based on eig
functions uwv(t)& of the Hamiltonian that includes the re
sponse potential

uwv&[uwv~ t !&, v51, . . . ,Ṽ, ~27!

S 2
1

2
D1v0~r !1dvee~r ,t ! D uwv~ t !&5«v~ t !uwv~ t !&

~28!

in contrast to the eigenstatesuwv
0& of the undisturbed targe

atom, which satisfy Eq.~23!. Equation ~28! represents an
eigenvalue problem, in which the timet appears as a param
eter. In analogy to Eq.~16! we assume that the finite se

$uwv(t)&,v51, . . . ,Ṽ% is suitable to describe the total popu
lation of bound target states in the collision. In the Append
we show that all transition probabilities become stable fot
→` in this case. From a physical point of view it appea
quite natural to use the eigenfunctionsuwv(t)& of Eq. ~28! for
the analysis, as they are consistent with the time-depen
mean-field description and correspond to the average f
tional charge state on the target atom after the collision. N
that they depend on time parametrically, since the respo
potential itself depends on time via the net electron loss@cf.
Eq. ~14!#, or the solutions of Eq.~1! in more general case
for dvee. In these more general situations the asympto
stability of the transition probabilities cannot be ensured,
cause the eigenfunctionsuwv(t)& do not obey the boundary
condition ~19!. This is evident from Eq.~A6! of the Appen-
dix. Therefore, our analysis does not solve the TDHF proj
tion problem in general. Nevertheless, it allows us to extr
well-defined transition probabilities for our specific model.
may also serve as a starting point for the analysis of ca
lations with microscopic response potentialsdvee, as the
present discussion can be carried over to the monopole
tribution in the mean-field potential in the general TDH
case.

III. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS

As the methods for the solution of the time-depend
single-particle equations~1! and the extraction of transition
probabilities for net and multiple ionization and captu
events are similar to the ones we used in our previous w
@5,7,9#, we give only a short summary in this section. T
basis generator method~BGM! is used to propagate th
4-4
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single-particle equations~1! with the response potential~14!;
i.e., the orbitalsc i(t) are expanded in terms of dynamical
adapted basis states

uc i~ t !&5 (
m50

M

(
v51

V

dmv
i ~ t !uxv

m~ t !&, ~29!

uxv
m~ t !&5@WP~ t !#muwv

0&, m50, . . . ,M , ~30!

whereWP denotes the suitably regularized projectile pote
tial. In the present calculation we have included all und
turbed target statesuwv

0& of the KLMN shells calculated nu
merically on a fine mesh and 100 functions from the
$uxv

m(t)&,m>1% up to orderm58 in the basis.
Our choice of the response potential@Eq. ~14!# requires to

calculate the net electron lossPnet
loss @Eq. ~16!# in each time

step. In order to ensure the asymptotic stability of all tran
tion probabilities the calculation ofPnet

loss has to rely on the
statesuwv(t)& @Eq. ~28!#. We diagonalize the Hamiltonian o
Eq. ~28! in the BGM basis to obtain~real! coefficients
am8v8

v (t)

uwv~ t !&5 (
m850

M

(
v851

V

am8v8
v

~ t !uxv8
m8~ t !&, ~31!

and find for the net electron loss

Pnet
loss~ t !5N2(

i 51

N

(
v51

Ṽ

(
m8m950

M

(
v8v951

V

am8v8
v

~ t !

3am9v9
v

~ t ! dm8v8
i

~ t ! dm9v9
i * ~ t !, ~32!

with the expansion coefficientsdm8v8
i (t) of Eq. ~29!. Note

that due to the finiteness of the BGM basis only a limit
number of statesuwv(t)& can be represented with reasonab
accuracy. We have compared energy eigenvalues obta
from the diagonalization in the BGM basis with ‘‘exact
eigenvalues obtained from a numerical solution of the s
tionary Schro¨dinger equation~28! for a few arbitrary choices
of Pnet

loss in the response potential. Furthermore, we have s
ied transition probabilities to numerically calculated sta
uwv(t)&, and to states represented in the BGM basis via
~31!. These tests indicated that a proper choice ofṼ in Eq.
~32! is given byṼ5V, i.e., the populations of all states in th
KLMN shells of the fractionally ionized target system a
added in order to calculate the net electron loss in each
step of the propagation.

At the final timet5t f , we calculate the net electron ca
ture Pnet

cap by explicit projection of the single-particle solu
tions onto traveling He1 statesuwk

P&

Pnet
cap~ t f !5(

i 51

N

(
k51

K

u^wk
P~ t f !uc i~ t f !&u2. ~33!

K is chosen to include all projectile states of theKLM shells.
Assuming that the summations inPnet

lossandPnet
capare sufficient
04270
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to cover the bound parts of the electronic density we c
define the net ionizationPnet

ion by

Pnet
ion~ t f !5Pnet

loss~ t f !2Pnet
cap~ t f !. ~34!

The more detailed calculation of capture and ionizat
events associated with specific final charge states of the
jectile and target ions is based on the shell-specific trinom
analysis@27# and the analysis in terms of products of bin
mials that we have introduced in Ref.@7#. Whereas one ob-
tains nonzero transition probabilities for unphysical high
order capture processes in the trinomial analysis~i.e., capture
of more than two electrons in the present case of He21 pro-
jectiles!, these transitions are avoided in the analysis in ter
of products of binomials. In this model the net electron ca
ture ~33! is distributed over the physical capture channe
i.e., over single and double capture in the present case
carrying out binomial statistics with the new single-partic
probability Pnet

cap/2. This k-fold capture probability is multi-
plied by an independentl-fold binomial ionization probabil-
ity to obtain Pkl , the probability fork-fold capture accom-
panied by l-fold ionization. Obviously, the model is only
well-defined as long asPnet

cap<2. If Pnet
cap exceeds this value

negative probabilities for specific multiple-electron tran
tions arise. This has to be avoided by capping the net cap
probabilities in these situations.

Finally, we note that we have also calculated multip
electron transition events for some test cases on the bas
the formalism of inclusive probabilities@28#, which accounts
for the Pauli blocking in the final states. However, we ha
not found substantially different results when comparing
the trinomial analysis. In particular, the unphysical trip
capture is not considerably suppressed, as transition am
tudes to several individual projectile states, whose comb
tion is not forbidden by the Pauli principle, are found
contribute.

IV. RESULTS

A. Net electron loss, ionization, and capture

Before we compare our results for net electron loss, i
ization, and capture cross sections in He211Ne collisions
with experimental data we illustrate the asymptotic stabi
of transition probabilities, and discuss the influence of
time-dependent screening potential on the net probabilitie
a global fashion.

In Fig. 1 we show the net electron lossPnet
loss as a function

of the internuclear separation for the specific situation
projectile energyEP5100 keV/amu and impact paramet
b51 a.u. The results of three different calculations are
cluded in the figure:~1! the present model for time
dependent screening according to Eqs.~14!–~17! and ~32!;
~2! a calculation that also relies on Eqs.~14!–~17!, but in
which the net electron loss is defined with respect to
undisturbed atomic target statesuwv

0& that obey Eq.~23!; ~3!
a calculation in the no-response approximation@Eq. ~5!#. We
note that we have used the same BGM basis set in all ca
lations.
4-5
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In agreement with our theoretical analysis the tim
dependent screening calculation based on the statesuwv(t)&
yields stable results, whereasPnet

lossoscillates, when calculate
with respect to the statesuwv

0&. The oscillatory behavior il-
lustrates the lack of synchronization between the tim
dependent potential and the undisturbed target statesuwv

0&.
Around the closest approach (z50 a.u.!, the projectile po-
tential reduces the population of the bound statesuwv

0&,
which, in turn, feeds the response potential and increase
attraction of the target, so that a certain amount of proba
ity is recaptured to the bound states. This interplay can o
be balanced, when the functionsuwv(t)& are used, which
account for the response potential.

We note that the average value of the oscillating cu
coincides quite well with the stable result of calculation~1!
at large distances. Compared to the no-response calcul
Pnet

loss is reduced by approximately 15% for the specific im

FIG. 1. Net electron loss probabilityPnet
loss ~16! and screening

function Qs ~15! as a function of the internuclear separationz
5vPt for He211Ne collisions. The different calculations~1!–~3!
are explained in the text.
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pact parameter and energy. In addition toPnet
loss we have in-

cluded the functionQs @Eq. ~15!# in Fig. 1, which governs
the response potential~14!. As a matter of courseQs shows
the stable or oscillating behavior of the corresponding
electron loss. Around the closest approach one observ
delayed rise when comparing toPnet

loss. This is a desired con-
sequence of the particular choice of potentials in Eq.~9! that
has been discussed in Sec. II. As long as the average nu
of removed electrons is smaller than or comparable to o
the magnitude of the response potentialdvee remains small.
This is in contrast to an alternative screening model,
which dvee is driven directly byPnet

loss @6#. When Pnet
loss be-

comes considerably larger than one, the elastic probab
P0

lossapproaches zero@see Eq.~17! and note thatN510], and
thus the screening functionQs approachesPnet

loss21.
We have checked that for neither of the screening mod

does the net electron capturePnet
cap ever exhibit oscillatory

behavior. As our specific response potential~14! is centered
around the target nucleus the asymptotic Schro¨dinger equa-
tion in the projectile system@see Eq.~19!# is fulfilled by
traveling hydrogenic eigenstates for the nuclear chargeQP

52, which we use to calculatePnet
cap from the propagated

orbitals. Fluctuations similar to the ones shown in Fig. 1
expected when a response potential at the projectile ce
would be included in the calculation.

In Figs. 2 and 3 we show the net ionizationPnet
ion and the

net capturePnet
cap after the collision (zf545 a.u.! as functions

of impact parameterb and impact energyEP to provide a
general picture of the collision system and to demonstrate
role of time-dependent screening. In what follows, we sol
employ the screening model that relies on the statesuwv(t)&,
and which gives stable results, i.e., Eqs.~14!–~17! and ~32!
are used. The net ionizationPnet

ion has a relatively simple
structure~Fig. 2!. It is largest at impact energies 100 keV
amu<EP< 200 keV/amu and at small impact parametersb.
Furthermore,Pnet

ion is confined to rather close collisions at lo
energies, but extends towards larger values ofb at higher
-

t

FIG. 2. Net ionization prob-
ability Pnet

ion as a function of the
logarithm (log10) of the impact
energyEP ~in keV/amu! and the
impact parameterb ~in a.u.! for
He211Ne collisions. Left panel:
calculation in the no-response ap
proximation; right panel: calcula-
tion including time-dependen
screening according to Eqs.~14!–
~17!, and~32!.
4-6
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FIG. 3. Net electron capture
probability Pnet

cap as a function of
the logarithm (log10) of the impact
energyEP ~in keV/amu! and the
impact parameterb ~in a.u.! for
He211Ne collisions. Left panel:
calculation in the no-response ap
proximation; right panel: calcula-
tion including time-dependen
screening according to Eqs.~14!–
~17!, and~32!.
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EP . The inclusion of time-dependent screening effects d
not change these general trends, but smoothly depletesPnet

ion

except for largeb and high EP . The maximum value
~reached at the smallest impact parameter in our calcula
b50.1 a.u.! is reduced from approximately 3.4 to 1.9 and
shifted slightly to higherEP .

The general reduction ofPnet
ion can be easily understoo

from the increased attraction of the target when tim
dependent screening is included. This is also reflected in
energy eigenvalues of the orbitals, which are to be in
preted as average ionization potentials within the tim
dependent mean-field approximation. For the 2p electrons,
which are dominantly ionized, the eigenvalue changes fr
«Ne(2p)520.85 a.u. for the neutral system to«Ne(2p)(t f)
522.98 a.u for the corresponding eigenstateuwv(t f)& of Eq.
~28! at b50.1 a.u. andEP5150 keV/amu.

The shape of the net electron capture probabilityPnet
cap as a

function of b and EP is more involved~Fig. 3!. For both
calculations, with and without the inclusion of time
dependent screening, two regions can be observed, w
Pnet

cap exhibits pronounced local maxima. The largest valu
are reached at the lowest impact energy in our calcula
(EP55 keV/amu! in the impact parameter range 0.5 a
<b<1 a.u., while the second maximum is located at arou
b' 1.75 a.u. and at slightly higherEP . Compared to the ne
ionization ~Fig. 2!, Pnet

cap is confined to rather small impac
energies, but extends to larger impact parameters. In gen
the time-dependent screening reducesPnet

cap, but small regions
are found where the effect is reversed. This uneven beha
can be understood from the changing energy differences
tween the initial target and final projectile states, when
response potential is included in the calculation. In the
response approximation the dominant capture process at
EP is the transfer of electrons from the initial 2s orbital
(«Ne(2s)521.72 a.u.! to the ground state of the projectil
@5#. The inclusion of time-dependent screening lowers
energy eigenvalues of the target states and diminishes
capture of 2s electrons as their energy difference to the p
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jectile ground state («He
1(1s)522 a.u.! increases in the im-

portant kinematic regions. By contrast, the orbital energies
the 2p electrons approach or even cross the value of22 a.u.
during the collision, and are thus more likely to be captur
when the response potential is included. Evidently, the s
ation might change again when time-dependent screenin
the projectile nucleus would also be taken into account.

The total cross sections~TCS! for net electron loss, ion-
ization, and capture are displayed in Figs. 4, 5, and 6
comparison with experimental data of Refs.@22,23#. For the
calculation with the response potential~14! our results agree
very well with the measurements at impact energiesEP
>20 keV/amu, whereas the TCS in the no-response appr
mation are in general higher and lie outside the experime
error bars.

At high energies the results of both sets of calculatio
merge. This behavior, which is also seen on a more dif
ential level in Figs. 2 and 3 confirms our earlier assumpt
that time-dependent screening is not effective in collisio

FIG. 4. Total cross section for net electron loss as a function
impact energy for He211Ne collisions. Theory: present calcula
tions with and without inclusion of time-dependent screening
noted by the full curve and chain curve, respectively. Experime
closed circles@22#; closed triangles@23# obtained by extrapolating
the data of Ref.@22#.
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KIRCHNER, HORBATSCH, LÜDDE, AND DREIZLER PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 042704
where the projectile moves considerably faster than the
ershell target electrons. The electrons are hit suddenly,
do not react to the changing mean-field attraction of the
get. We note that this is not a trivial consequence of
small magnitude of the response potential~14! in this region.
In fact, we have found very similar results with the altern
tive model of Ref.@6#, where time-dependent screening
driven directly byPnet

loss and and sets in in the 0,q̄<1 range
in contrast to our present choice of Eqs.~7! and ~9!. How-
ever, these calculations resulted in considerably smaller T
at intermediate impact energies when compared to
present model and the experimental data. In this region,
present time-dependent screening model reduces the
response TCS by the appropriate amount to approach
experimental values. For the ionization channel the ag
ment with the data of Ref.@23# is very good down to the
lowest impact energies. We note that the author of Ref.@23#
argues that his results are more accurate than the earlier
surements of Ref.@22#.

For the capture channel, however, we find discrepan
with both experimental data sets forEP< 20 keV/amu and a

FIG. 5. Total cross section for net ionization as a function
impact energy for He211Ne collisions. Theory: present calcula
tions with and without inclusion of time-dependent screening
noted by the full curve and chain curve, respectively. Experime
closed circles@22#; closed triangles@23#.

FIG. 6. Total cross section for net electron capture as a func
of impact energy for He211Ne collisions. Theory: present calcula
tions with and without inclusion of time-dependent screening
noted by the full curve and chain curve, respectively. Experime
closed circles@22#; closed triangles@23#.
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different trend towards even lower energies. Around 10 ke
amu the influence of the response potential on the TCS
rather small. As has been discussed above, this is partly
to a compensation of the behavior of electrons of differ
initial subshells. As electron capture at low impact energ
is sensitive to the strength of intermediate couplings, it
evident that the specific form of the response potentia
probed by this process. Obviously, our present~spherical!
model is too crude to yield accurate results in this region.
have performed some test calculations, where a sphe
model for the time-dependent screening of the projec
nucleus was included, but the results did not improve c
siderably upon the data shown in Fig. 6. It is of interest
investigate, if the disagreement with the experimental dat
low energies can be resolved when a microscopic model
time-dependent screening, e.g., the extension of the OPM
the time-dependent case@29#, would be considered. For th
He211He collision system full TDHF calculations indicate
that an accurate description of capture at low projectile
ergies requires to go beyond the IPM in order to account
correlation effects@13,15#. We note, however, that this con
clusion was drawn with respect to the individual descripti
of the single and double capture channels. For the more
bal net capture TCS the situation is not that obvious. In
opinion the published He211He data do not provide clea
evidence for a failure of TDHF to predict net capture dow
to projectile energies at around 5 keV/amu.

B. Multiple electron loss, ionization, and capture

The quality of the present calculations and the effects
time-dependent screening are investigated further in this
tion by analyzing the final charge-state distributions of p
jectile and target. As described in Sec. III cross sectionsskl
for k-fold capture with simultaneousl-fold ionization are cal-
culated from the single-particle solutions by using the trin
mial and the products of binomials analyses@7#. The more
inclusive TCS forq-fold electron loss from the targetsq are
obtained fromskl by

sq5 (
kl,k1 l 5q

skl . ~35!

We note that the summation of the trinomial data gives cr
sections, which can also be calculated directly by using
binomial analysis forq-fold electron loss from the target@5#.
Corresponding results are shown in Fig. 7 along with exp
mental data. The measurements forskl of Ref. @23# have
been added according to Eq.~35!, while we have normalized
the relative cross sections forq52,3 of Ref. @24# to our
present results for onefold electron loss (s1).

For q51 our results are in very good agreement with t
experimental data over the entire energy range. The curv
rather flat, i.e., the energy dependence of onefold elec
loss is weak. As expected and desired, the effects of
time-dependent screening are small for this channel.
most impact energies the cross sections are slightly incre
by their inclusion, although the net electron loss is reduc
~see Fig. 4!. This is a consequence of the statistical analy

f

-
t:

n

-
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in which a decrease in the shell-specific single-particle pr
abilities can lead to an increase in the multiple-electron tr
sition probabilities for low multiplicities.

For q52 the effects of time-dependent screening are a
rather small. Only at low impact energies is the cross sec
reduced noticeably. The experimental data lie above our
sults in this region except for the data point atEP55 keV/
amu. Good agreement is found for higher energies up
EP<500 keV/amu, whereas the experimental cross sect
are smaller than our results for even faster collisions. T
discrepancy is more pronounced fors3 ands4, and is hardly
affected by time-dependent screening. At intermediate
pact energiess3 and s4 are considerably reduced by th
inclusion of the response potential~14!, but the experimenta
data are still substantially smaller than these results.
present it remains open, whether the discrepancy can b
solved within the IPM by use of a more refinded tim
dependent screening model.

At low impact energies, where capture dominates
electron loss from the target, the need for a microsco
screening model has already been discussed in Sec. IV
Obviously, the deficiencies seen in the net electron captur
this region~Fig. 6! are also mirrored in the multiple-electro
cross sections. Our calculations yield large single-part
probabilities for electron capture at low impact energi
which feed the higher charge states when combined in te
of the standard binomial and trinomial analyses. A clo
inspection of the data shows thats3 and s4 are dominated
by the unphysical multiple-capture (k>3) channels.

Within the analysis in terms of products of binomials t
unphysicalk>3 capture is avoided by construction. In fac
s3 ands4 are considerably reduced in the low to interme

FIG. 7. Total cross sections forq-fold electron loss (q
51•••4) as a function of impact energy for He211Ne collisions.
Theory: present calculations with and without inclusion of tim
dependent screening~denoted by the full curves and chain curve
respectively! according to the standard binomial analysis. Expe
ment: closed symbols@23#; open symbols@24# normalized to the
theoretical cross sections for onefold electron loss. The error
are smaller than the size of the symbols.
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ate energy range when using this evaluation method~Fig. 8!.
They agree in shape with the experimental results, in part
lar when time-dependent screening is included, but a s
stantial difference in the absolute magnitude persists foq
>3. We note that the improvement in the shape ofs2 and
s3 at intermediate energies as compared to the standard
nomial analysis~Fig. 7! is remarkable.

The unphysical higher-order capture events are not sim
omitted in the products of binomials analysis but redistr
uted over the physical capture channels. Therefore, an
crease ofs1 ands2 at low to intermediate impact energies
observed in Fig. 8. The increase is more pronounced fors2
and leads to a crossing of both channels around 10 keV/a
In this region, we have found thatPnet

cap exceeds the value o
two in some impact parameter ranges in the no-response
proximation. In these cases we have setPnet

cap52 in order to
avoid negative probabilities for specific multiple-electro
transition channels~see Sec. III!. When time-dependen
screening is included, the calculations yieldPnet

cap<2 with
only very few exceptions. Nevertheless, the crossing ofs1
ands2, which is not supported by the experimental data a
appears to be artificial, cannot be avoided. Its location cle
indicates, down to which impact energies our calculatio
give an acceptable description of the collision system. It
mains to be seen whether an improved model for tim
dependent screening effects can remedy the deficiencie
EP<15 keV/amu that are observed in the net electron c
ture ~Fig. 6! and theq-fold electron loss with either evalua
tion method~Figs. 7 and 8!.

Finally, we present results for the charge-state correla
cross sectionsskl obtained from the analysis in terms o
products of binomials in Fig. 9. A comparison of resu
obtained from this method with trinomial cross sections w
given in Ref. @7# for proton scattering from oxygen atom

-

-

rs

FIG. 8. Total cross sections forq-fold electron loss (q
51•••4) as a function of impact energy for He211Ne collisions.
Theory: present calculations with and without inclusion of tim
dependent screening~denoted by the full curves and chain curve
respectively! according to the analysis in terms of products of b
nomials. Experiment: same as in Fig. 7.
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FIG. 9. Total cross sectionsskl for k-fold
electron capture with simultaneousl-fold ioniza-
tion as a function of impact energy for He21

1Ne collisions. Theory: present calculation
with and without inclusion of time-dependen
screening~denoted by the full curves and chai
curves, respectively! according to the analysis in
terms of products of binomials; open symbol
calculation included in Ref.@23# for s01–s03 ~left
panel!, s10–s12 ~middle panel!, and s20–s21

~right panel!. Experiment: closed symbols@23#.
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and will not be repeated here for He211Ne collisions. In
addition to the experimental results of Ref.@23# we have
included values forskl in Fig. 9, which were obtained from
a pilot calculation in the so-called independent Fermi part
model and were included in Ref.@23#. A preliminary account
of the theoretical model used can be found in Ref.@25#.

In the left panel of Fig. 9 the pure ionization channe
(k50) are shown. For threefold (l 53) and fourfold (l
54) ionization some structures are observed at intermed
impact energies in the no-response results. These are
pronounced when time-dependent screening is included.
overall agreement of our results for pure ionization with t
experimental data is good. Only for impact energiesEP
.200 keV/amu andl 53,4 are our data larger than the me
sured values indicating that the reduction of the cross s
tions by the present model for time-dependent screenin
not sufficient in this region. ForEP>500 keV/amu the influ-
ence of the response potentialdvee is negligible for all
charge states. It is unlikely that a more refined model
dvee would give substantially different results in this regio
where the projectile motion is fast compared to the aver
velocities of the electrons of the neonn52 shell.

The question arises whether the experimental cross
tions at, e.g., 500 keV/amu are in general compatible w
the IPM-based analysis. We were able to model sing
particle probabilities for ionization~and capture!, which gen-
erate the experimental cross section distribution atEP5500
keV/amu with reasonable accuracy when combined stat
cally. The impact-parameter dependences of the fitted sin
particle probabilities differ significantly from the results
our BGM calculation. The former are smaller at lowb, and
extend over a wider range of impact parameters. The B
results for ionization from the individual neon subshells
turn proved to be in very good agreement with impa
parameter dependent probabilities obtained from the c
tinuum distorted wave with eikonal initial state~CDW-EIS!
method@30#, which should be reliable at 500 keV/amu@4,5#.
Given these findings it is at least doubtful whether the d
crepancy with the experimental data can be resolved wi
the IPM.

The capture channels are displayed in the middle
right panels of Fig. 9. Pure single captures10 is in good
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agreement with the experimental data. The inclusion of
response potentialdvee slightly increases the cross section
low projectile energies, while almost no effect is observ
for the transfer-ionization channels11. Our results are con-
siderably smaller than the experimental values fors11 at
impact energiesEP,100 keV/amu. Since pure single ioniza
tion (s01) and pure single capture (s10) are in good agree-
ment with the measurements, the deviations ofs11 indicate
that this transition cannot be understood as the simple p
uct of the two one-electron processes. Remarkably, the
crepancies with the experimental data are smaller fors12,
whereas our results lie above the measurements fors13 over
the entire energy range. The inclusion of time-depend
screening reduces the cross section for low to intermed
energies similar to the case of pure ionization for the sa
final charge state of the target (q54), but the experimenta
data are still considerably smaller.

The double capture processes (k52) are only described
on a qualitative level by our calculations. We obtain cro
sections, which are larger than the experimental values fo
degrees of ionization except for two data points at high i
pact energies. This result reflects the fact that no dyna
screening of the projectile nucleus is included in our pres
model for dvee. As a consequence, the analysis of capt
events is based on bound He1 states at the projectile cente
~see Sec. III!, i.e., the electron-electron interaction in th
final states is ignored completely in the case of double c
ture. According to the theoretical analysis of Sec. II the
clusion of a time-dependent screening of the projec
charge would require us to calculate the electron cap
with respect to single-particle states, which correspond to
~fractional! final charge state of the projectile and includ
electron-electron interaction effects in an average manne
is plausible that this inclusion of screening effects on
projectile will reduce the double-capture channels, while
creasing the single-capture contributions in such a way
the agreement with the experimental data will improve
the channelss20, s21, ands11 with possibly an overestima
tion of s10. However, one has to keep in mind that spheri
models fordvee may be too simple to describe the electron
response in the low to intermediate energy range with r
sonable accuracy.
4-10
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the role of time-dependent screening in
IPM description of ion-atom collision systems with man
active electrons has been investigated. We have propos
relatively simple model for a potentialdvee that accounts for
the response of the electrons in the presence of the proje
and have addressed the question of how to analyze the
tions of the single-particle equations in order to obtain sta
results for all inelastic transitions. The necessary condit
for a well-defined analysis is that the single-particle chan
functions used to calculate transition probabilities from
propagated orbitals be compatible with the boundary con
tions of the collision problem. For the present choice
dvee, whose time dependence is driven by the net elect
loss in a nonlinear way, a suitable set of channel functi
uwv(t)& is given by the eigenstates of the asymptotic sing
particle Hamiltonian that includes the~time-dependent! po-
tential dvee. These states correspond to the average f
tional charge state on the target atom after the collision
are consistent with the mean-field description of the proc
It remains to be seen whether the ideas of the stability an
sis can be extended to situations wheredvee is a more gen-
eral functional of the time-dependent density.

We have calculated TCS for electron loss, capture,
ionization in He211Ne collisions from the solutions of th
effective single-particle equations as obtained by use of
basis generator method, while making use of theuwv(t)& in
the probability analysis. We have found that our model
time-dependent screening significantly improves upon res
obtained in the no response approximation (dvee50) and
yields very good agreement with experimental data in
case of net ionization and net electron capture except at
impact energies. In this region, it is likely that our model
dvee is too crude, as it does not account for nonspher
response effects and the dynamical screening of the pro
tile charge.

Very good agreement with experiments has been obta
for the recoil charge state production cross sectionssq for
q51,2 and acceptable agreement forq53 in an energy
range from 20 to 1000 keV/amu. This was achieved by t
ingredients: the analysis in terms of products of binomi
@7# and the time-dependent screening.

The results for charge-state correlated cross sections
also based on the analysis in terms of products of binom
The time-dependent screening mainly affects multiple p
ticle transitions, while one- and two-electron processes
only slightly modified. This is a desired consequence of
specific model fordvee, which is designed to suppress r
sponse effects in kinematic ranges where zerofold to one
electron removal dominates. In fact, our results for p
single ionization and pure single capture describe the exp
mental data very well. The higher-order events are sign
cantly reduced for low to intermediate projectile energies
the inclusion ofdvee, but some serious discrepancies w
the experimental results persist. Perhaps the dynamic scr
ing effects have to be turned on more strongly forq.2.

At present we can only speculate to which extent th
discrepancies might be reduced when a more accurate m
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for time-dependent screening would be used in the calc
tions. Further steps into this direction seem feasible and
be the subject of future work. In particular, we would like
point out that the present method to analyze the propag
orbitals with respect to eigenstates of the asymptotic Ham
tonian that includesdvee may prove to be a solution of th
TDHF projection problem from a practical point of view
Ultimately, this analysis along with accurate BGM solutio
of the time-dependent single-particle equations includin
microscopic response potential may enable us to asses
validity of the IPM and the significance of correlation effec
in ion-atom collisions with many active electrons in furth
detail.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix, we show that all transition probabiliti
to bound target states become stable fort→`, if the analysis
and the definition of the net electron loss@Eq. ~16!# are based
on the statesuwv(t)&, which solve the eigenvalue equatio
~28!. Due to Eq.~20! and the asymptotic property

ĥ~ t !uwv~ t !&u t→`5S 2
1

2
D1v0~r !1dvee~r ,t ! D uwv~ t !&u t→`

5«v~ t !uwv~ t !&u t→` , ~A1!

it is sufficient to demonstrate that

] tuwv~ t !&u t→`50 ~A2!

for v51, . . . ,Ṽ. As a first step we prove

^wv8~ t !u] tuwv~ t !&

5H 0 for v5v8,

1

«v~ t !2«v8~ t !
^wv8~ t !ud v̇eeuwv~ t !& for vÞv8.

~A3!

For vÞv8 the eigenvalue equation~28! and the orthogonal-
ity of the statesuwv(t)& can be used to show

@«v8~ t !2«v~ t !#^wv8~ t !u] tuwv~ t !&

5 K wv8~ t !UF2
1

2
D1v01dvee, ] tGUwv~ t !L

52^wv8~ t !ud v̇eeuwv~ t !&. ~A4!
4-11
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For v5v8 one can use the fact that the statesuwv(t)& are
normalized for all times. One then finds

^wv~ t1Dt !uwv~ t1Dt !&'^wv~ t !uwv~ t !&1@^] twv~ t !uwv~ t !&

1^wv~ t !u] twv~ t !&#Dt ~A5!

to first order inDt. This already proves the relation, becau
the statesuwv(t)& can be taken to be real. Therefor
] tuwv(t)&5u] twv(t)& can be expanded according to

u] twv~ t !&5 (
v8Þv

`

uwv8~ t !&^wv8~ t !u] twv~ t !&

5 (
v8Þv

` uwv8~ t !&

«v~ t !2«v8~ t !
^wv8~ t !ud v̇eeuwv~ t !&.

~A6!

Insertion of our specific model fordvee @Eqs.~14!,~15!,~17!#
yields

u] twv~ t !&52
Ṗnet

loss

N21 F12S 12
Pnet

loss

N D N21G
3 (

v8Þv

` uwv8~ t !&

«v~ t !2«v8~ t !
^wv8~ t !uvee

0 uwv~ t !&.

~A7!

If we use this equation together with Eqs.~1! and~28! for the
e

-
d

d

.

r,

J.

04270
asymptotic time-derivative of the net electron loss~16!, we
obtain

Ṗnet
lossu t→`5

2Ṗnet
loss

N21 F12S 12
Pnet

loss

N D N21G
3(

i 51

N

(
v51

V

(
v8.V

`
^wv~ t !uvee

0 uwv8~ t !&

«v~ t !2«v8~ t !

3Re@cv
i * ~ t !cv8

i
~ t !#u t→` . ~A8!

Note that the amplitudescv
i (t) are now defined with respec

to the statesuwv(t)&

cv
i ~ t !5^wv~ t !uc i~ t !&. ~A9!

Equation~A8! can in general only be satisfied for

Ṗnet
lossu t→`50, ~A10!

which according to Eq.~A7! proves Eq.~A2!.
The key to the asymptotic stability is the fact that t

time-dependence of the response potential~14! is driven by
the net electron loss. Equation~A6! indicates that asymptotic
couplings persist in more general situations, even though
analysis is performed in terms of the eigenfunctions of
asymptotic Hamiltonian. In contrast to the analysis with
spect to the undisturbed atomic statesuwv

0& @see Eq.~24!# the
transition amplitudes are coupled via the time-derivative
the response potentialdvee rather than bydvee itself.
.
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